Welcome To Your Webtext

GIOVANNA:
Hi. This is Giovanna from Soomo Learning. Welcome to your webtext. This is the table of contents button. [Shows icon resembling a book.] You can always find it in the top left corner. [Demonstrates how clicking the icon opens the table of contents menu.] This is the tools menu button. [Shows icon of three horizontal bars.] You can always find it in the top right corner. [Demonstrates how clicking the icon opens the tools menu.] Use the next and back buttons to navigate pages. [Shows arrows located on the left and right edges of the page.] They are also at the bottom of the page. You can highlight and take notes. [Drags mouse over some text to highlight it, and then clicks in the margin of the page to add a note.] Hover over vocabulary words. [Hovers mouse over a highlighted word, revealing a pop-up definition.] Find them in the glossary also. [Opens table of contents menu and indicates the glossary, located at the end of the table of contents.] Click on footnotes. There is a bookmark that saves your place when you log out. [Indicates a small book mark icon in the table of contents menu.] This is the Soomo Messenger button. [Shows icon of a green circle with a white dialog box and a question mark within it.] Click it to send us a message. [Demonstrates how clicking the icon opens a messenger side bar.]